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PREFACE

Defense of the Nation's food and fiber resources against damage from foreign
plant pests requires that the public have accurate information about Federal
plant quarantine regulations and understand the necessity for connplying with
them.

Since its beginning in 1912, the plant quarantine system has saved farmers and
consumers millions of dollars by reducing sharply the rate at which destructive

plant pests have gained entry into this country from other lands. In recent years ,

however, the growing volume of foreign travel, the speedup in transportation,

and the multiplication of international ports (including interior airports and
St. Lawrence Seaway ports for ocean-going vessels ) have increased the danger
that harmful pests may be inadvertently brought into this country unless
additional precautions are taken. Magnitude of the danger is revealed by the

large volume of plant pests currently being intercepted by plant quarantine

inspectors. Pests capable of causing nnillions of dollars v/orth of damage are

being intercepted and stopped at the rate of one entry every 15 minutes.

This Guide has been prepared for State and Federal employees , foreign service

officers, transportation w^orkers, garden and farna organization officers, and
other educational leaders. Its purpose is to assist them in helping travelers and
commercial importers comply with quarantine regulations.

As used in this report, the term "plant quarantine" refers to those quarantines

and regulations concerned with nnaterial entering from foreign countries into the

United States or from offshore U.S. areas into other parts of the United States.

This report is NOT a substitute for or a legal interpretation of the quai-antine

regulations. The regulations and answers to specific questions about thenn. can

be obtained from the Plant Quarantine Division, Agricultural Research Service,

Federal Center Building, Hyattsville, Md. 20782.
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A REFERENCE GUIDE TO QUARANTINES AND REGULATIONS
ADMINISTERED BY THE PLANT QUARANTINE DIVISION

Plant pests take billions of dollars every year from the pockets of Americans --

farmers, industrial workers, businessmen, and consumers- -despite the fact

that the United States is generally recognized as having themost effective pest-

control program of all the large nations of the world.

Major responsibility for this heavy loss is traceable to alien pests--some of

them brought into this country by the first settlers. If allowed unrestricted

entry, new invasions of plant enemies frorai foreign countries and offshore islands

could cost U. S. citizens additional millions in lost and damaged crops, reduced
production efficiency of our farms and forests, increased expenditures for

pesticides and pest control, and increased hazards to hunnan health, wildlife,

beneficial insects, and biological control projects when additional pesticides

are used.

The plant quarantine systena is America's first line of defense against foreign

plant pests. To safeguard the Nation's food, forest, and ornamental resources.
Federal plant quarantine regulations prohibit or restrict the entry into this

country of foreign plant pests, plants, plant products, soil, or other miaterials

or conveyances carrying plant pests or constituting a pest hazard.

Plant quarantine laws and regulations also provide the authority and machinery
for effective enforcement of the ban against entry of foreign pests and plants and
other items that may harbor pests . Among the essential enforcement aids

provided by the plant quarantine laws and regulations are: Port inspection;

approved procedures and facilities for treating restricted imports when
necessary to remove the pest risk; authority to refuse entry or to seize and
dispose of restricted or prohibited articles found entering the country in

violation of regulations; and legal penalties for willful violation of regulations.

HOW THE PLANT QUARANTINE PROGRAM DEVELOPED

Although the need for an effective defense against foreign plant pests is as old as

the colonization of America, our present plant quarantine system is only about

55 years old.

Early defense measures were taken on a local basis by individual communities
or colonies or, later, by the States. Among the factors conducive to a local

approach were the few small settleraients and the great distances separating

them, the lack of travel and agricultural trade between different parts of the

country, and the absence of authority and machinery for country-wide regula-

tion of inaports.

As the population grew and the tempo of both dontiestic and foreign trade in

agricultural products increased, the foreign pest problem became increasingly



a national one. After repeated attempts by individuals and States to prevent
imported pests from gaining a foothold and spreading within our borders were
unsuccessful, the need for a national program became apparent. For example,
damage to wheat caused by spread of the hessian fly, despite local attempts to

control it, was probably far greater over the years than the imm ediate
destruction caused by the German mercenaries who inadvertently brought the

p e s t to this country in their straw bedding during the Revolutionary War,
Another case in point was the losing battle which the State of Massachusetts
waged to eradicate the gypsy moth, a forest pest, after it escaped fronn the

laboratory of a scientist who imported the pest in the hope of breeding a hardier
s ilkwormi. These and similar failures to stop foreign pests finally led to

enactment of Federal legislation.

In 1905, an Act prohibiting the importation of certain plant pests was enacted by
Congress. However, this early legislation alone was not enough to stop the pest

invasions. It lacked adequate provisions for administering and enforcing the ban
on plant-pest entries.

In 1912, Congress enacted the Plant Quarantine Act to meet the s er.io'us pest

threat facing the Nation's farms, ranches, gardens, and forests. This Act of

1912 has provided the legal basis for development of our present-day quarantine

system. At the time it was enacted, the United States was the onlymajor country

without a plant quarantine regulatory system.

In 1917, the Mexican Border Act was passed to prevent the pink boUworm and
other pests from being brought across the Mexican border in rail cars and other

vehicles. Under authority of this legislation and the Plant Quarantine Act of

1912, inspection is conducted on the Mexican border and all infested carriers

are cleaned and decontaminated before entry to this country.

In 1 926, export inspection and certification were authorized as a service to

domestic growers wishing to meet plant quarantine requirements of foreign

countries. Although in a somewhat different category from plant quarantine

restrictions on imports, export inspection and certification help to strengthen

the international fight against dissemination of plant pests--and so indirectly

reinforce our national defenses against foreign pests.

In 1957, the Federal Plant Pest Act was enacted to give naore effective control

over the entry and niovement of plant pests . It supersedes the A c t of 1 905.

Other related legislation enacted at various times to meet special problems in

connection with foreign plant pests includes: The Honey bee Act restricting

the entry of adult honey bees and the Organic Act of 1 944, which contains
additional legislation pertaining to the certification of domestic products for

export.



This body of related Acts and Regulations based on them provide the foundation
for a flexible but effective program for defending the country against invasion by
foreign plant pests. Under these Acts the U, S. Department of Agriculture has
broad authority to take appropriate measures against threatened pest invasions
and to promulgate new regulations or modify existing regulations whenever
necessary.

PLANT QUARANTINE TODAY

Basic Aims

The basic aims of plant quarantine regulations and procedural safeguards are the

sanne todayas when the system, was first established- -to keep out foreignplant

pests with a minimum of inconvenience to everyone concerned.

To protect the Nation's farnas , gardens , and forests ,
plant quarantine regulations

prohibit or restrict entry into or passage through the United States from foreign

countries or the offshore U. S. islands of any of the following:

• Plant pestsX./ not known to be widely established in this country; and

• Plants
, plant products , soil, or other materials or conveyances

carrying or likely to carry such pests.

Underlining the constant effort to impose a minimum of innpediment tocommierce
and travel consistent with keeping out pests, Plant Quarantine Division policy

provides that:

• Plant quarantine restrictions will not be imposed unless the U. S.

Department of Agriculture has deternnined that ioiportation or move-
ment of a particular plant or other regulated item frona specific areas
listed in the quarantine would constitute a pest risk; and

• Restrictions will be lifted or eased whenever progress in pest control

or the development of more effective methods for eliminating the pest

hazard make it safe to make less stringent the* entry requirements on

regulated items.

• Plant quarantines will be used only for the purpose of preventing foreign

plant pests from entering the country or moving from offshore U. S.

areas--and not for any other reason.

\J As used in the regulations , a plant pest refers to any living stage of insects,

bacteria, fungi, viruses, snails, nematodes, or any other organisnns that can
directly or indirectly cause plant disease or injury to plants or any processed,
manufactured, or other products of plants. (For a coniplete, official definition

of a plant pest, see the Federal Plant Pest Act or the Federal Plant Pest
Regulations. )



Instances in which restrictions have been eased as soon as new developments
made it safe to do so are numerous. In a number of cases where it was once
necessary to ban the innportation of various citrus fruits from, countries infested

with certain dangerous pests, USDA scientists have developed effective methods
for treating the fruits to elimiinate these pests --and regulations have been
naodified to adnait treated fruit from the particular countries involved.

Plant quarantine laws and regulations contain special provisions permiitting the

entry- -under strict quarantine conditions- - of otherwise prohibited plants, pests,

soil, or other naaterials for research purposes. For example, USDA scientists

sometimes need foreign plants for their plant breeding work. However, such
plants may be affected by hard-to-detect virus diseases . In such circumstances

,

the plants may be brought in under special research permits and grown under
close supervision at Beltsville, or at Glenn Dale, Md., where they are tested

for such diseases and appropriately safeguarded.

Since the old nnilitary axiom, "Know your eneoiy, " applies to plant pests aswe 11

as human adversaries , the plant quarantine regulations also provide for adnnitting

otherwise prohibited plant pests under strict quarantine conditions for scientific

study. Such close-up studies of plant pests and pest carriers help develop

improved methods for detecting and stopping foreign plant pests.

Program Administered by the Agricultural Research Service

The Plant Q u a r a n t i n e Division of the Agricultural Research Service, U. S,

Department of Agriculture- -with its technically trained staff of about 600

inspectors- -has primary responsibility for administering the laws and regu-

lations designed to stop foreign plant pests.

Scope of the Job

The task of keeping out plant pests is a complex and difficult one, due to the

many varieties and vast nunaber of these pests , their small size, and their habit

of hitching rides. Further complicating the problem is the great increase in

foreign travel, such that the nuniber of entries into the United States fronn foreign

countries and the offshore islands is now at an annual rate approximately equal

to the total population. Although s om e of these entries are "repeats" --as in

the case of daily commuters from Mexico or Canada- -each separate entry

involves a separate inspection problem. Furthermore, an increasing propor-

tion of these entries are at inland ports for ocean-going vessels or interior
airfields--a fact that increases the hazard of quick spread of pests within the

country. (The accompanying map, p. 7, shows the location of official Plant

Quarantine Division inspection stations in the United States. )

Another measure of the scope of the problem is the large number of plant pests

intercepted as they were entering the country. During the 1966 fiscal year, the

number of plant pest int'erceptions totaled 24,641.





Also indicative of the scope of the problem is the large amount of prohibited
plant material intercepted. During the 1 966 fiscal year 522, 826 lots of prohibited
plant material were intercepted, as compared to 446, 247 in fiscal year 1965.

Despite the growing dimensions of the foreign-pest problem, the rate at which
plant pests from abroad are succeeding inmaking their way into this country and
gaining a foothold here has been greatly reduced as compared with what it was
prior to establishnaent of the plant quarantine system. This encouraging record
could not have been achieved without a continuous watch kept by the inspection

corps of the Plant Quarantine Division and other groups and agencies cooperating
with them.

With a total field staff only slightly larger than before the big increase in foreign

travel took place, the Plant Quarantine Division has recognized the necessity of

using available inspection personnel as effectively as possible. In line with this

policy, inspectors are stationed at entry ports where agricultural traffic is

heaviest and restricted imports are routed to thena for inspection. At these

vantage points, plant quarantine inspectors concentrate their pest-sleuthing

activities on cargoes and baggage which their intensive training and experience
tell them are most likely to be contanninated.

Also essential to the success of the defense maintained by the plant quarantine

inspectors is the effective help they receive from customs inspectors, postal

officials , other regulatory divisions of the Agricultural Research Service, State

pest-control agencies, Defense Department and State Department personnel

stationed overseas or concerned with international travel, connnnercial transport

employees, agricultural extension a g e n t s , nurseryoien's associations, and,

perhaps most important of all, individual importers and travelers.

ADVISING TRAVELERS AND IMPORTERS ABOUT QUARANTINE

Individual travelers and importers have a key role in maintaining an effective

defense against the unceasing assault on our borders by plant pests. A pest

lurking in a suitcase or lunch box could cause as much damage as one in a large

commiercial cargo- -and is much harder to detect. For this reason, plant

quarantine officials wage a continuous educational campaign to inform, the public

concerning plant quarantine regulations and procedural safeguards for the

handling and treatment of regulated imports, the need for regulations, the

responsibility for connpliance with regulations , and where and how to get

information regarding regulatory requirements and permits for bringing plants

and other regulated material into this country.

Travelers from foreign countries or the offshore islands present a particular

information problena. This is true for several reasons: (l)There are so many
of thena; and (2) unlike comnaercial importers whose everyday business opera-

tions require them to know and comply with quarantine regulations, many
travelers have no occasion to be immediately concerned with regulatory

requirements before going abroad.
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Travelers should be told that foreign fruits , plants, seeds, soil, meats, and
s imilar commodities cannot be brought or sent to the United States without
permission. They should consult the U. S. Department of A g r i c u 1 1 u r e for

details. (See pp. 11-12. )

Travelers who wish to bring plant materials into the U. S. should be advised to

make prior arrangements with the Plant Quarantine Division. (See pp. 12-13. )

Travelers should be warned that souvenirs made of restricted plant materials
or packed in restricted plant materials nnay be prohibited entry. (See p. 13. )

Travelers with cars should be advised of the need for having them washed to

remove soil before returning to the U. S.

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PLANT QUARANTINE REGULATIONS

Specific Regulations Vary

Magnitude and complexity of the foreign plant-pest threatmakes the promulgation
of one set of sinnple rules governing imports a practical impossibility. The
great variety of pests, their spotty distribution around the world, the many
forms in which they appear, and the many different plants attacked by the

different pests, as well as the varied safeguards required to prevent the entry

of particular pests , have made it necessary to formulate a wide variety of

specific regulatory provisions to meet specific situations.

Further complicating the regulatory job, the foreign pest situation is constantly

changing, as new pests are discovered in some countries and brought under
control or eradicated in others. Also changing the situation are new knowledge
about pests and improved pest-control techniques constantly being developed
through research. To meet new situations with the best pest-control weapons
available, it therefore becomes incumbent on the Plant Quarantine Division to

revise regulations periodically whenever changed circumstances naake it advis-

able to do so.

Requirements Applying to All Regulated Imports

Sooie general requirements apply to all imports of restricted plants
,
plant

products, and other materials regulated by the plant quarantine laws and
regulations. Six general entry requirements are listed below:

(1

)

No restricted plants or plant materials may be innported except as

provided by an official permit.

(2) Requests for permission to import plant materials should be made by the

importer in advance of shipment. The request should be made to the Plant



Importations Branch, Plant Quarantine Division, Agricultural Research Service,
U. S, Department of Agriculture, 209 River Street, Hoboken, N. J. 07030. Permit
applications should include the following infornnation: Kind (botanical
description) of fruits, vegetables, plants, or plant products to be imported; the
country and locality where the restricted agricultural products were produced;
manner of importation (by baggage, cargo, or mail); and the name and address
of the importer.

(3) All agricultural imports are subject to inspection by Plant Quarantine
inspectors

.

(4) Importers are liable for any costs incurred in nneeting plant quarantine
requirements. For example, charges for f unn igating or otherwise treating
infested materials are the responsibility of the importer. Similarly any costs,
delays, and losses involved in unpacking the restricted goods for inspection and
treatment, or for rerouting to Plant Quarantine Division stations having

appropriate inspection and treatment facilities, must be borne by the importer.

(5 ) If restricted materials entering the United States are found to be dangerous
to plant culture, they may be seized, treated, ordered removed from the country,

or otherwise disposed of as may be appropriate to elioiinate the pest hazard.

(6) Agricultural products must remain in Customs Service custody until they

have met plant quarantine entry requirements and are released by the plant

quarantine inspector.

In addition to these general requirements, every restricted ioiport must meet
the particular regulatory provisions required to make it safe for entry. For
information regarding the special regulations or quarantines applying to

particular inaports, see the reference index, on page 19, or the summaries on

pages 20-25.

Inspection

Port Inspection

Inspection at seaports, airports, and border crossing points to Canada and
Mexico is a major safeguard provided under plant quarantine laws and regu-

lations against the entry and spread of foreign plant pests. Baggage brought

into U. S. territory by passengers, as well as carriers, their stores, cargo,

and mail, is subject to inspection. During fiscal year 1966,42 million pieces of

incoming baggage were inspected by plant quarantine inspectors, cooperating

with U. S. Bureau of Customs officers.

When ships arrive at ports of entry in this country, they are promptly boarded

by plant quarantine inspectors. The typical plant quarantine inspector has had
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training in entomology and in plant diseases, and all inspectors have had special

training in detecting plant pests and in approved methods of treating and handling

restricted items to eliminate the plant- pest haz-ard.

Inspectors examine the ship's manifest to see if it contains any regulated items

or any other articles in cargo which are likely to present a pest risk. They also

examine food lockers to determine what foods are safe to use while the ship is

in port, what needs to be sealed, and whether any items must be destroyed or

funaigated because of pest risk.

While aboard ship, inspectors keep their eyes and ears open to pick up any bits

of information that might provide a clue to possible pest problems on the ship or

in its cargo. Actual inspection of passengers' baggage is primarily a function

of customs inspectors but plant quarantine inspectors participate actively in

such inspections.

Airplanes, as well as ships, are subject to inspection. Inspection techniques

and procedural safeguards employed to prevent pest entry vary with the type of

craft and safety naeasures required.

On the Mexican border, inspectors have the additional duty of inspecting rail-

way cars and vehicles coming to this country. Any cars found to be contaminated
or to present a pest risk are p-r ohibited fronn entering until they have been
cleaned or treated under the supervision of an inspector. Inspection is also

maintained at the Canadian border.

Pre-Entry Inspection

In a number of special cases where it has been practical to work out necessary
arrangements for safeguarding against pest entry, inspection and clearance of

regulated plant nnaterials or products is effected in countries where the plants

are grown. In several European countries, flower bulbs are inspected by U.S.

plant quarantine inspectors prior to their exportation to Annerica (Belgium,

France, Gernaany, Holland, Italy, and South Africa. ) In Mexico, citrus and
other fruits , are treated under the supervision of U. S. plant quarantine
inspectors before shipping to the United States. And at Nassau and Bernauda,
airplanes and passenger baggage are given preflight inspection prior to take off

for this country. Similar service is provided for airplanes flying from Hawaii
and Puerto Rico to the mainland.

When it is practicable, this systenn of preinspection and clearance of regulated

items in the countries where they are produced has a double advantage: (1) By
eliminating pests at their origin, it safeguards this country from their accidental

entry; and (2) by stopping materials ineligible for entry prior to shipnnent, it

saves shippers the expense of transporting items that would be refused admission
because of pest risk.
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Costs of preinspection are defrayed by exporters in foreign countries where
inspection is conducted without extra expense to American taxpayers.

Foreign Mail Inspection

To help prevent foreign pests from arriving unnoticed in the country and hitching

a ride in m a i 1 parcels to the Nation's farnns and ranches, postal and customs
officials turn over incoming foreign mail containing or thought to contain pro-
hibited and restricted plant nnaterials to plant quarantine inspectors for

disposition.

When importers make advance requests for permiits to inaport regulated plant

materials by mail, they are provided with mailing labels that direct the parcel
to a specified Plant Quarantine s t a t i o n having facilities for inspecting and
treating the particular import. After inspection and treatment (if required),

materials meeting entry requirements are repacked and forwarded to the

innporter under the original postage.

To provide a better check on unauthorized mail bringing restrictedmaterial into

the country, the Plant Quarantine Division recently increased the number of its

mail inspection stations to 60. During the 1 966 fiscal year, more than 49
million pieces of mail were inspected for conapliance with plant quarantine

regulations.

If, upon examination, mail is found to contain material d e em e d dangerous to

plant life, customs a,nd postal officials cooperate with the plant quarantine

inspector in the destruction of both the container and its contents or any portion

of it that cannot be made safe.

Fruit and Vegetable Imports Restricted

Plant quarantine laws and regulations prohibit the importation of fruits and
vegetables from foreign countries and our own offshore islands except under a

permit and subject to any safeguards that may be necessary to remove the pest

risk.

As the plant-pest problem and safe, scientifically tested methods of coping with

it vary widely with the fruit or vegetables inaported and the country where they

originate, plant quarantine regulations and procedural safeguards applying to

particular imports vary widely. For this reason, individuals and firms planning

to import fruits and vegetables should apply for import permits well in advance

of bringing them into the country.

Early application for an entry pernnit will enable the prospective innporter to

receive advance information about requirements. Failure to apply, on the other

hand, nnay result in loss or delay, because the fruits or vegetables brought to

ports of entry nnay not qualify for entry or prohibitive costs may be involved in

meeting the entry requirements.
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Regulations also require that as soon as restricted inaports of fruit or vegetables
arrive at ports of entry, the importer shall notify the plant quarantine officer.

Customs officials do not permit restricted products to leave their custody until

plant quarantine inspectors certify that they have met requirenaents for entry
under plant quarantine laws and regulations.

Special regulations applying to particular fruits and vegetables spell out

requirements that will nnake thena safe for entry. In some cases fumigation is

required to elinainate pest risk; in others, another type of treatment- - such as

cold treatnaent- -will suffice.

General requirements provide that imports of fruits and vegetables must (1) be

free of plants or portions of plants or debris
, (2) be supported by a permit

authorizing entry, and (3 ) be subject to inspection and treatment as may be

appropriate.

Tourists are not encouraged to bring fruits and vegetables into the country from
foreign countries, since there is no practicable way in which they can present

documentary proof that produce they have bought at fruit stands or stores in

their travels around the world was produced in a pest-free area.

Nursery Stock, Plant, and Seed Imports Regulated

Since the time of Washington and Jefferson, Americans have beautified and

enriched their native land by bringing in foreign plants and seeds for propagating

desired plant varieties not previously grown in this country. Many of the most
useful and popular plants grown in the United States at the present tinae are
descendants of early plant inaports. Unfortunately, however, seenaingly healthy
plants can harbor dangerous pests--and plants, their flowers, fruit, and seed
have in sonae instances brought pests into the country at high cost to the economy.
The fact that nursery stock, A/ other plants , and seeds are imported for growing
in farms

, gardens, and forests all over the country makes it particularly

important that they do not carry dangerous pests with them.

Some examples of special pest hazards involved in the imiportation of viable

plants or seeds and regulatory provisions designed to meet these hazards are

given below.

2/ As used in the regulations, nursery stock includes trees, shrubs, vines,

cuttings, grafts, scions, or buds, or fruit pits or other seeds of forest, fruit

or ornamental trees or shrubs; or bedding plants; or other herbaceous plants,

bulbs, or roots, or field, vegetable or flower seeds; or other plants or plant

products for, or capable of, propagation.
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• Soil, whether alone or clinging to roots of plants, is a potential carrier
of plant pests . For this reason regulations prohibit- -with a few specific

exceptions- -the entry of plants with soil attached. For example, coral sand
may be brought in as packing around the roots of plants in some instances when
it does not constitute a risk. Another exception is naost soil from Canada, which
naay enter on the basis of inspection findings.

• Leaves of some plants harbor dangerous plant pests. Sonnetimes- -as

in the case of plants known to be hosts to the citrus blackfly but otherwise
admissible- -the plant must be defoliated as a condition of entry.

• Packing materials can carry pests. Accordingly, the regulations
require--as one of the conditions for entry of nursery stock and other plants or

seeds--that containers and packing materials be pest free.

Plants and seeds affected by some dangerous plant diseases (especially virus

diseases ) may appear healthy and uncontam inated. When that is the case,

admission of plants from areas where such diseases are prevalent could reslilt

in a virus becoming widely distributed in this country before its presence was
discovered. To prevent this from happening, plant quarantine regulations
provide that certain plants grown in areas where they might be exposed to such
virus infections cannot be adnaitted until the importer agrees to grow the

material under specified conditions of isolation.

Requirements for Postentry Quarantine

To meet postentry quarantine requirements , an importer nn.ust agree to grow
the restricted material in an area that he owns or controls and to which plant

quarantine inspectors have access at any reasonable daylight hour. He must
further agree not to remove the plant material or its increase fronn. the

quarantine area without authorization from the inspector and to apply any

remedial measures that the inspector prescribes.

How long a suspect plant must stay in postentry quarantine depends on the length

of time required to determine whether or not it is affected by a harmful virus or

other pest. Usually two growing seasons are required to establish that the plant

or its progeny will not spread plant pests.

Plant Materials Not Qualifying for Entry

When inspection shows that nursery stock, other plants, or seed cannot qualify

for safe admission, they may be refused entry. Refusal may result either from
the fact that the plants or seed are categorically prohibited, or from the fact

that they are found to be infested by plant pests , and no practical method is

available for eliminating the risk.
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Whenever materials are refused entry for failure to comply with regulations,

the rejected imports must be immediately removed from the country by the

inn.porter unless he wishes to abandon them or unless moving thenn involves a

pest risk. If the importer fails to remove the prohibited plant nnaterial or to

abandon it for Plant Quarantine Division disposal, inspectors are authorized to

seize and destroy such material.

Permits Required for Bringing Plants into the Country

Like all other imports restricted by the plant quarantine laws, imported plants

and seeds require an entry permit. This is equally true of large commercial
shipments and small purchases made by tourists. The applicant, in requesting a

permit, should give the kind (botanical name) of the plants to be imported.

However, if the applicant is uncertain what plants he will be inn p o r t i ng, the

permit application nnay say "admissible materials" in lieu of naming the kinds

and varieties of plants to be imported.

Tip to Travelers

Travelers are advised to mail their plant purchases home rather than to bring

them. Plants brought in baggage will be held in Customs' custody until they are
released by the plant quarantine inspector.

Bulb Imports Governed by Special Regulations

Importation of bulbs has long been recognized as involving less pest risk than

innportation of other plant material s u c h as trees, shrubs, and rooted plants.

A number of factors tend to make this true. Bulbs are removed from the soil,

cleaned, and sorted to eliminate any diseased specinnens before shipment; they

are small and easy to inspect; they are less liable to attack by plant pests than

most plant imports; and when infested, they can be more effectively treated to

eliminate pests than can growing plants.

For these reasons , it has been possible to make entry requirements for the

adnnission of bulbs sonnewhat less stringent than would be safe for adnnission

of most growing plants. For nnany years bulbs have been permitted to enter at

all ports having plant quarantine inspectors. And mi'ore recently, facilities for

inspecting and clearing bulbs prior to their shipnnent to the United States have
been developed in a number of exporting countries. (See the section on Pre-
entry Inspection, p. 11, for details of this service. )

Emergency Measures

Whenever they find or have good reason to believe that thekhapra beetle or other

dangerous pests are present in ships, airplanes, or other conveyances arriving

in this country, or in their cargo or stores, plant quarantine inspectors are
legally authorized and required to take appropriate emergencymeasures to keep
the pests from entering or spreading through the country.
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Emergency measures taken by plant quarantine inspectors when they are
necessary and sufficient to prevent the entry and spread of foreign plant pests
include the following:

• 'Fumigate when this is the only available safeguard to eliminate
infestation.

• Require the infested conveyance to leave the United States within 24
hours. (The tinne linn.it for leaving the U, S. may be extended upon a

determination that such extension is safe and warranted. )

• Seal openings of infested connpartnients or packages , pending departure
of conveyance ordered to leave U, S. territory because of p e s t risk,

whenever such action is necessary and sufficient.

Prohibit or restrict unloading of stores, laundry, furnishings, equip-

ment or any other articles from the infested conveyance pending
funnigation or departure.

Seals

Plant quarantine inspectors apply official seals to ships or other conveyances
conning into this country and to their cargo or nnail whenever it is determiined

to be necessary because of pest hazard and when sealing nnay be used effectively

instead of or in addition to more drastic action (such as fumigation, disposal,

or imnnediate removal of the conveyance or containers from U. S, Territory).

Plant Quarantine Safeguard Regulations

The Safeguard Regulations spell out the requirements for mi o v i n g restricted

plants and other regulated articles through the United States so as not to involve

a pest risk while they are in transit.

Transit shipnnents may either be fronn the original entry point to points beyond
U. S. territorial borders or to another entry point of the U. S. for conapliance

with entry requirements at the second entry point.

These regulations also provide safeguards to prevent plant pests from being

spread into this country from restricted materials or contaminated cargoes that

are at ports of entry but are not intended for entry or have been refused
adnaission.

An exannple of transit shipments requiring safeguards to eliminate the pest risk

are shipments of untreated citrus fruits from Mexico to Canada under Customis'

bond. The regulations require that the cars niust nnove through the U, S. sealed

and closed and be iced while in specified geographic areas of the South to prevent

pests fronn becoming active and possibly escaping.
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Phytosanitary Export Certification

Another service provided by the plant quarantine system is phytosanitary export
certification.

To help American plant growers and exporters meet import requirements of

foreign countries , the Plant Quarantine Division provides a service for inspecting

plants and plant products offered for export and certifies shipments that meet
admission requirements of importing countires.

Although exporters are not required by law to make use of this export inspection

and certification service, it is widely used because certificates are usually

n e c e s s a r y for importation abroad. Also, export inspection helps exporters
avoid the unwarranted expense of shipping plants or plant products to foreign

countries where they may be refused entry because of pest risk. In fiscal
year 1966, the Plant Quarantine Division issued 49,892 export certificates for

shipments covering nearly 50 million containers and ranging in size from a

single plant to carload lots.

In order to certify that plant shipments meet the requirements of the countries

where American plants are sold, the Plant Quarantine Divisionmaintains up-to-

date summaries of phytosanitary import requirements of about 145 countries.

These summaries, which are approved by plant -pest authorities of the countries

concerned, are available on request.

In addition to helping American shippers sell U. S. plants and plant products
abroad and thus promoting anaore favorable trade balance, phytosanitary export

certification aids cooperative international pest- control efforts to the mutual
benefit of the United States and other agricultural countries.

LOOKING AHEAD

If the present trends continue, the task of defending our agricultural resources
against foreign pests will be bigger and more difficult in the years imnaediately

ahead. The steady growth of international travel and the continuing acceleration

in transport are alnnost certain to bring more pests to our ports of entry. Also

expected to continue is the proliferation of new ports of entry for travelers and
agricultural nnaterials. And naost significantly, a large proportion of these are

likely to be interior ports, bringing international traffic close to the Nation's

agricultural heartland.

Fortunately for coping with the near certainty of a mounting pest threat at our

borders, the country has an established plant quarantine system that has thus

far been able to hold the line rennarkably well. That some new pests have

managed to penetrate the line of defense provided by the plant quarantine

inspectors is a reminder, however, of the continuing and intensified watch that

must be maintained to avoid increased losses from foreign pest invaders.
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Legislation enacted in 1 957 has strengthened the ability of plant quarantine
authorities to control the entry and movement of plant pests naore effectively

than was possible under earlier laws. Also on the plus side is the new knowledge
about plant pests and inaproved methods for eradicating and controlling themi

which have been uncovered by research. It is unlikely, however, that these
favorable developnn.ents can be depended on to compensate fully for the steady
growth on the plant quarantine problenn.

Plant quarantine authorities recognize the magnitude of the job ahead. To meet
the challenge, their battle plans call for an offensive action on many fronts to

prevent foreign pests from penetrating our defens es. For example, Plant

Quarantine Division officials are working closely with foreign countries on
international quarantine problems of m u t u a 1 concern. They are also helping

neighboring countries to control plant pests whose spread to adjacent areas
would be a threat to U. S. farmers . The policy of using plant quarantine
inspection personnel as strategically as possible will continue- -with new
inspectors given intensive training for detecting pests in cargo or baggage;
additional inspectors assigned to spots where the danger of pest entry is greatest;

and inspection concentrated on products , carriers, cargoes, and travelers most
likely to carry foreign pests.

Beyond all this, the growing dimensions of the foreign plant-pest problem will

make the Plant Quarantine Division increasingly dependent on outside help to

supplement its inspection staff in maintaining the effectiveness of regulatory

safeguards . Every effort will therefore be made to continue and improve
cooperative working relationships with agencies and groups already giving

invaluable enforcement aid- -such as the U.S. Customs Bureau, State regulatory

officials, the nailitary services , Foreign Service officers, and transportation
companies

.

Finally, in recognition of the key role of the traveler in the enforcement of plant

quarantine regulations , educational efforts will be intensified. In this educational

program, heavy reliance will be placed on measures to inform the traveling

public concerning the plant quarantine regulations and why full compliance with

their provisions is essential. Aiding this educational program is a growing

awareness on the part of residents of interior States that foreign pests are a

nationwide threat- -to farms in the center of the country as well as those near
our borders

.

Foroiidable as the job ahead appears to be, the overall prospect for maintaining

our defenses against amounting pest threat is good. The Plant Quarantine
Division has the requisite machinery and know-how- -and with inform.ed public

support can hold the line.

Knowledgeable support on the part of importers and transportation ennployees

and others inamediately concerned with moving plant products into the country

has miade a significant contribution to the defense against foreign pests. In the

years ahead a larger public will share in the responsibility for the success of our

fight to stop foreign pests because of increasing international travel and trade.
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REFERENCE INDEX TO SOME PLANTS, PLANT PRODUCTS AND MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS SUBJECT TO PLANT QUARANTINES, REGULATIONS, OR ORDERSJJ

Quarantine CFR27
No. Title 7, Chapter 3

Item
Part

Avocado seeds 12 319.12
Bacteria -- 330

Bamboo 34,69 3 19. 34, 3 1 9. 69

Broomcorn 41 319. 41

Bulbs 37 319.37
Burlap bags 8 319. 8

Citrus fruits 28,56 319. 28,319. 56

Citrus nursery stock 19 319. 19

Coffee 73 319.73
Corn 24,41 3 1 9. 24, 31 9. 41

Cotton 8,47 319. 8,318.47
Emergency measures -- 330.1 06

Export certification (phytosanitary) -- 353

Flowers, cut 74 319. 74

Forest litter 69 319.69
Fruits and vegetables 13,28, 56,58 318. 1 3, 31 9. 28, 31 9. 56, 318. 58

Garbage -- 330.400
Grasses 3 7,41 31 9. 3 7, 3 1 9. 41

Guam, shipments from 82 318. 82

Honey bees -- 322

Insects -- 330

Jobs-tears 24, 41 31 9. 24, 31 9. 41

Johnsongrass 41 319. 41

Mail (plants innported by) -- 351

Mexican border regulation -- 320

MoUusk -- 330

Napiergrass 41 319. 41

Nematodes -- 330

Nursery stock 37 319. 37

Packing nnaterials 69 319.69
Pearl millet 41 319.41
Plant pests, as such -- 330

Potatoes -- 321

Rice 55,69 31 9. 5 5, 319. 6 9

Seals -- 330.110
Seeds 8, 12 , 24, 34, 37, 31 9. 8, 31 9. 12, 31 9. 24, 319. 34,

41,47, 55, 319. 37, 319. 41, 319. 55,318.47
Shrubs 37 319.37
Snails -- 330
Soil 3 7,60 319. 37, 318. 60, 330
Sorghum 41 319. 41

Sudangrass 41 319. 41

Sugarcane 15, 16, 41 319. 15, 318. 16, 319. 41

Sweetpotato 29,30 319. 29, 318. 30

Teosinte 24,41 319. 24, 319. 41

Trees 37 319.37
Vegetables 13, 56, 58 318. 1 3, 31 9. 56, 318. 58

Viruses -- 330
Wheat 59,69 319. 59, 319. 69

\J Omission from this list does not necessarily mean that a plant or plant product, is eligible for

importation without restrictions into the continental United States or the Offshore Islands.

2_/ Code of Federal Regulations
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SUMMARY OF QUARANTINES APPLYING TO HAWAII, PUERTO RICO, THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM
(See CFR Title 7, Chapter 3, Part 3181/ for official regulation. )

Quarantine No.

and title

Offshore islands

involved

Pests or plant diseases

involved
Regulatory requirements

Quarantine No. 13

"Hawaiian fruits and
vegetables"

Hawaii Med. fruit fly, melon fly.

Oriental fruit fly, green
coffee scale, bean pod
borer, bean butterfly,

Asiatic rice borer, mango
weevil, Chinese rose
beetle, cactus borer.

Regulates the movement of

fruits, vegetables, rice

straw, cut flowers, mango
seeds, and cactus plants

from Hawaii to other parts

of the United States.

Quarantine No. 16

"Sugarcane"
Hawaii, Puerto Rico,

Virgin Islands

Injurious insects and
diseases.

Prohibits nnovement of

sugarcane products into or

through and other territory

or State, unless treated or

processed to remove pest

risk.

Quarantine No. 30

"Sweetpotatoes "

Hawaii, Puerto Rico,

Virgin Islands

Sweetpotato stenn borer,

sweetpqtato scarabee.

Prohibits movement into or

through any other territory

or state of any .gweet-

potatoes unless fumigated or

certified at origin.

Quarantine No. 47

"Territorial cotton,

cottonseed, and
cottonseed products"

Hawaii, Puerto Rico,

Virgin Islands

Pink bollworm, cotton

blister mite.

Prohibits the movemient of

all parts and products of

cotton plant, except in ac-

cordance with regulations

.

Quarantine No. 58

"Fruits and vegetables

from Puerto Rico
and Virgin Islands"

Puerto Rico and
Virgin Islands

Certain injurious insects

including fruit flies and
bean pod borer; cactus

borer from St. Croix,

V. I.

Prevents naovement into or

through other States and
territories except as pro-

vided in regulations.

Quarantine No. 60

"Sand, soil or earth,

with plants" (other

than clean ocean
sand)

Puerto Rico, Hawaii,

Virgin Islands

Injurious insects including

white grubs, and several

species of termites and
white ants.

Prohibits the movement
into or through any other

State or territory of earth

around roots of plants.

Quarantine No. 82

"Guam Quarantine"
Guam Many pests. Various. See regulations

for specific information.

]J Code of Federal Regulations Reference No. for quarantines restricting imports fronn the offshore

islands of the United States.
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SUMMARY OF FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES
(See CFR Title 7, Chapter III, Part 319-*-^ for official regulation. )

Quarantine No.

and title

Countries where
restricted imports

originate

Pests or plant diseases
involved

Major regulatory

provisions

Quarantine No. 8

"Foreign cotton and
covers"

All foreign countries. Pink bollworm, golden

nematode, flag smut dis-

ease, and other dangerous
pests.

Regulates the importation
of cotton plants and products

,

second-hand burlap and other

covers used for containing

cotton, grains, field seeds,

tubers.

Quarantine No. 12

"Avocado seeds"
Mexico and Central

America
Avocado weevil. Importation prohibited.

Quarantine No. 15

"Sugarcane"
All foreign countries. Various sugarcane dis-

eases and pests.

Importation of sugarcane,

cuttings or parts , baggase,
and other sugarcane products
prohibited except under per-

mit and where so treated

or processed that entry will

involve no risk.

Quarantine No. 19

"Citrus canker and
and other citrus

diseases"

Most foreign countries Various citrus diseases,

including citrus canker.

Prohibits importation of all

plants, or parts thereof

except fruits and seed, of

citrus plants listed in reg-

ulation. (Fruits and seeds

are covered in other reg-

ulations (quarantines 28, 56,

37)).

Quarantine No. 24.

"Corn Diseases"
Many oriental coun-

tries (See Quarantine
No. 24 for complete
list. )

Downy nnildews and
Physoderma diseases of

Indian corn.

Innportation of Indian corn,

maize and related plants

prohibited, except by permit
upon connpliance with

regulations

.

Quarantine No. 28

"Citrus fruit"

Consult quarantine for

list of countries and
varieties involved.

Citrus canker disease,

sweet orange scab,

"Cancrosis B" disease.

Importation of fruits and
peel prohibited, except pro-

cessed peel. Exceptions:

importations of Mandarin
oranges from Japan to Alaska
authorized.

Quarantine No. 29

"Sweetpotatoes "
All foreign countries. Sweetpotato weevil and

sweetpotato scarabee.

Importation into continental

U. S. prohibited.

Quarantine No. 34

"Bamboo"
All foreign countries. Dangerous diseases,

including bamboo smut.

Importation of any variety of

bamboo seed, plants, or cut-

tings capable of propagation

prohibited. (The order does

not apply to bamboo timber

,

consisting of mature, dried

culms or canes, articles

nnanufactured from bamboo,
or bannboo shoots cooked
or otherwise preserved. )
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SUMMARY OF FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES- -Continued
(See CFR Title 7, Chapter III. Part 31917 for official regulation. )

Quarantine No.

and title

Countries where
restricted imports

originate

Pests or plant diseases

involved
Major regulatory

provisions

Quarantine No. 3 7 All foreign countries. Various diseases and The regulation (1 ) prohibits
"Nursery stock, insect pests affecting the innportation of certain
plants, and seeds" awide variety of nursery nursery stock and other

stock, including plants. plants from designated
bulbs , cuttings , and seeds. countries; (2) restricts the

innportation of nonprohibited
plants; (3) specifies plant

nnaterial that may be im-
ported subject to postentry
quarantine. (Consult quar-

antine for complete list of

regulated itenns and specific

requirennents . )

Quarantine No. 41 All foreign countries. European corn borer and Importation of a long list of

"Indian corn or other dangeroijs insects potential carriers of pests
maize, broomcorn and plant diseases. is forbidden, except as pro-
and related plants" vided in regulation. Re-

stricted itenns include:

stalk and all other parts of

plant whether used for

packing or other purposes
of Indian corn, broomcorn,
sweet and grain sorghum,
Johnson and napier grasses,

sugarcane, pearl nnillet,

teosinte,and jobs-tears.

Quarantine No. 55 All foreign countries. Injurious fungus diseases Importation of seed or paddy
"Rice" or rice, including downy rice from all foreign coun-

niildew, leaf snnut, blight, tries except Mexico pro-
glume blotch, as well as hibited; seed and paddy rice

dangerous insect pests. from Mexico regulated; and
rice straw and rice hulls

from all foreign countries

regulated.

Quarantine No. 56 All foreign countries Injurious insects includ- Importation prohibited

"Fruits and except Canada. ing fruit flies and melon except as permitted under

vegetables " flies. other quarantines.

Quarantine No. 59 Many foreign coun- Flag saiut disease of Importation of wheat grain

"Flag snnut" tries as listed in wheat. and products, straw, chaff.

quarantine. etc. , (excepting wheat flour)

is forbidden except as pro-

vided in regulation.

Quarantine No. 69 Varies with packing Injurious insects and Entry of awide variety of

"Packing materials" material used. plant diseases

.

packing materials, including

(Consult regulation cotton, is prohibited with

for detailed list of exceptions and conditions

restricted mate- listed in the regulation.

rials) (Excelsior, paper, ground
cork, and charcoal are

among the exceptions. )
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SUMMARY OF FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES-- Continued

(See CFR Title 7, Chapter III, Part 3191/ for official regulation. )

Quarantine No.
Countries where

restricted imports Pests or plant .diseases Major regulatory

and title originate involved provisions

Quarantine No. 73 All foreign countries. Coffee cherry borer. Importation into Puerto
"Coffee" also a rust disease. Rico and Hawaii of coffee

plants or unroasted coffee

beans prohibited.

Quarantine No. 74 All foreign countries, Various pests. Entry restricted.

"Cut flowers" except Canada.

\J Code of Federal Regulations reference Nqs. for quarantines restricting innports from foreign
countries

.
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SUMMARY OF MISCELLANEOUS ORDERS AND REGULATIONS
(Authorized under a number of different lawsji./

CFR No. ,2J title,

and legal authority-

Countries where
restricted items

originated

Pests or plant diseases
involved

Major regulatory

provisions

Part 320:

"Mexican Border
Regulations"
(Mexican Border
Act & Mexican
Border Regulations)

Mexico. Pink bollworm and other

plant pests.

'Provides for examination of

passengers' baggage and
disinfection of railway Gal's

and other vehicles , express

,

and other shipments. Also
regulates the innportation of

soil.

Part 321:

"Potato Regulations"
(Plant Quarantine
Act)

All countries except

Canada and Bermuda.
Injurious plant diseases

and insect pests.

Prohibits the innportation of

potatoes.

Part 322:

"Honey bee Act Regu-
lations" (Honeybee
Act h Honey bee
Regulations )

All foreign countries

except Canada
Diseases attacking adult

honey bees.

Prohibits the innportation of

adult honey bees.

Part 330:

"Plant Pests"
(Federal Plant Pest
Act)

All foreign countries.

(Interstate shipnnents

in the U. S. are also

covered by this regu-

lation. )

Foreign plant pests.

This includes insects,

mites, nematodes, snails,

fungi, microbes , and
viruses that cause dis-

ease or damage to plants

or plant products (See

regulation for special

definition. )

Prohibits the importation, in

any living stage, of foreign

plant pests not now known
and distributed in this coun-

try except as provided in

the regulation.

Part 330:

"Soil" (Federal
Plant Pest Act &
Federal Plant Pest

Regulations )

All foreign countries;

also U.S. offshore

areas.

All foreign plant pests

and diseases capable of

being carried by soil.

Prohibits the importation of

soil except under pernnit

and after treatnnent to pre-
vent entry of plant pests.

Part 330. 106:

"Emergency Meas-
ures" (Federal

Plant Pest Act &

Federal Plant Pest

Regulations

)

All foreign countries. Khapra beetle or other

damaging plant pests

found on conveyances
arriving at U.S. ports

from foreign countries
or offshore islands or
their cargo or stores.

Provides for sealing, fumi-

gating, or otherwise treating

infested ships or other con-

veyances (except aircraft),

their stores, and cargo, to

prevent the entry of pests.

Part 330. 110:

"Seals" (Federal

Plant Pest Act &
Federal Plant Pest

Regulations )

Various countries,

depending on pest

involved.

Khapra beetle or other

damaging plant pests

found on conveyances
arriving at U. S. ports

from foreign countires

or offshore islands or

their cargo or stores.

Provides for sealing ships

or other conveyances (ex-

cept aircraft), their stores

and cargo, to prevent the

the entry of pests.

Part 330. 400:

"Garbage" (Federal

Plant Pest Act &
Federal Plant Pest
Regulations )

All foreign countries. Various plant pests. Provides for safe disposal of

garbage fronn ships or other

means of conveyance arriving

at U. S. ports from foreign

countries.
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SUMMARY OF MISCELLANEOUS ORDER AND REGULATIONS- -Continued
(Authorized under a number of different laws )1V

CFR No. ,2J title,
Countries where
restricted items Pests or plant diseases Major regulatory

and legal authority- originated involved provisions

Part 351: All foreign countries. Plant pests not known or Provides for inspection and
"Importation of Plants widely distributed in the handling of regulated arti-

or Plant Products U.S. cles mailed to the U. S.
;

by Mail" (Plant gives directions for labeling

Quarantine Act & and mailing such imports to

Federal Plant Pest official inspection stations.

Act) (See regulations for details.)

Part 352: Various foreign coun- All foreign plant pests Provides safeguards fjDr

"Plant Quarantine tries, depending on not already widely dis- landing or unloading for

Safeguard Regu- the plant, plant pro- tributed in this country. transshipment and expor-

lations" (Plant duct and pest involved tation of restricted or

Quarantine Act, prohibited articles, plants

,

Federal Plant Pest and plant products.

Act, Mexican Border
Act & other plant

quarantine legis-

lation)

Part 353: United States. Various plant pests and Provides for inspection and
"Phytosanitary plant diseases present certification of domestic
Export Certification in the U. S. plants and plant products

Regulations" (Sec. for export to countries

102 of USDA requiring certification.

Organic Act of Sept.

21, 1944)

\J The first column of this summary gives the particular law or regulatory order under which im-
portation of the different regulated items is restricted or prohibited.

2/ Code of Federal Regulations reference number. All regulations listed in this sumnnary can be
found in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 7, Chapter 3, under the appropriate Part, as

listed in the first column of this sunnnaary.
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PESTINA, the hitchhiking bug,

is used by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture to symbolize de-

structive foreign plant and ani-

mal pests and diseases that

threaten U.S. resources. Such

pests, capable of causing mil-

lions of dollars damage, often

hide on foreign fruits, plants,

and meats that are as innocent-

looking as PESTINA. The

symbol is used to remind trav-

elers to leave behind such

items unless they have USDA
clearance.
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